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Try a Sensor K~yer
. .

, For almost pressure-free CW
"

Iiist placing your finger over it will cause the transistor to close. I find it very
easy to operate, and now I don't 11ave that somehow erratic rhythm,

Arter I assembled the Heathkit
HD-IO CW kcycr, I noticed
that because it uses one pair or

.-"Illicroswitches, the sending was some-
what erratic. I discovered that this
keyer has the versatility or allowing
the hookup or an external paddle. The
ones on the market are from $15 to
$25, and some real fancy ones will go
up to $40. The price of Illy kcycr COI11-
plctc will run about $39.95; that will
put the price at 100% of its value. This
paddle also uses switches and contacts

in order to produce the characteristic
CW rhythm.

The state or the art calls for a trans is-
'tor to be ;1 switch. Keeping this in
mind, plans were laid to produce an all
solid state paddle, without the need of
switches or contacts.

Next, I was to produce a circuit that
would amplify by the touch or the rin-
ger and act as a switch. I decided to
use a Darlington pair configuration.
The gain on this amplifier is about
I (lOO.

13 Y ex peri mcnts,
we know that
body resistance is
about J Ok ohms
at skill level. It

will go lower in persons who have a
high perspiration rate.
I then designed the pattern. which

was etched out 011 a printed circuit
board. It resembled several letter Ts to-
gether and upside down (see Fig. 2).
This will cause the ringer to act as a re-
sister when placed over it. Arter the
etching was done, a coal of solder was
laid over the design to prevent the
lamination Iorm gelling tarnished -
high salt content will cause this. The
etching was done on both sides. to
cover one side for "dots" and the other
side for the "dashes."

III the schematic, we see t:wt the
emitter or Q I is connected directly 10

the base or Q2. As the Iingcris placed
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Photo Ii. The sensor kcyer ill action.
Fig. 1. RJ,l<e-500Q, 112 IV; R2-3.JU2, 1/2 'V; QI. Q? Q.!.
Q4 - 2N2222 or equivalent: ZIJ 1 - / () \~ O.51V / N5~'·1O.Rcpri ntcd from 73 Amateur Radio, January I~no.
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,Fig.2. Etch board 0..' botli sides.
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over the etched pattern, a little current
flows over to the base (QI}- (Ohm's

. law: 1= ElR; 10 V/1Ok = 1 mA.)
The gain of this transistor will dri ve

QI close to saturation. At the same
lime, Q2 will be driven to saturation,
causing it to act <'S a switch. Presto!
We now have a CW paddle.

In order to provide some voltage to
the unit from the 42 volts output, we
brought it from the back of the
Heathkit keyer into the paddle. A 33k
ohm resistor and a 10 V zener diode in
series to ground W:1S used, in order to
produce a 10 volts bias to supply Vcc
to the transistors.

The same thing was done on the etched
board.

De cautious when placing the etched
board, so it will not touch the chassis.
This can be easily done with a pair of
vise grips to hold it in place before you
drill 0.' punch the holes. Another PC
board was etched to make the Q I, Q2,
Q3, Q4, and regulating circuits. This
was placed on the opposi te siuc of the
box in order to n-ake room for about 1
or 2 pounds of lead. This is to make it
heavier- (Good suppliers for lead arc
plumbing supply houses.) This lead
was fastened to the center and attached
with a 1/8-32 x 3"-long bolt,

The wire used to connect the back or
. the Heathkit keyer was #22 insulated

Construction is made on a 2"- x 5"- stranded. To put on the finishing touches,
x 2"-high aluminum box. A slot of 2" weather stripping was fixed to the
about 1/8" was cut vertically on the bottom of the box so that it would have a
front side, in order to a llow the etched better grip on the table or the surface where
board to fit through the box. Two little it will be placed, . Visit our Web Site for latest
brackets were formed from a 11.16" The XYL, WA4FUA, has been using :Catalog pricing and Specials:
sheet of aluminum, bent 90 degrees,' .it for some time now. At the beginning" .http://www.rfparts_com J
and attached with a #4-40 1I4:'~<;rew. :';~'nc"found it very sensitive to operate. OHDERS ONLY ~

She had a little 1-800-RF-PARTS' 1-800-737-2787
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Photo B. Inside view.

over it will cause the transistor to
close. I find it very easy to operate, and
now I don't nave that somehow erratic
rhythm, -:--______- fa
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Complete inventory for servicing

Amateur, Marine, and Commercial
Commuplcatlons Equipment.

Transmitting Tubes & Sockets
RF Power Transistors
VI-IF/UHF RF Power Modules
Low Noise RF FETs
Bird Electronics Wattmeters
Doorknob Capacitors
Chokes • Broadband Transformers
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r-;;,~~~" ing to get used to FAX TOLL·FREE FAX I
it, since there is 760-744-1943 888-744-1943 I

_ v :--;~ no need for push- E-MAIL: rfP@rf:.:.Pq<1iirt.S'jCjO'.ll,...r-{
ing or waiting I~~W)~ III

~-=::::=======:::=__ for the switch to
close. Just plac-
ing your fingerFiC_,.::.Box layout, top of box looking tip.
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